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the editor’s note

Dear Readers
In this issue, we explore good bathroom design—
designs that fuse stylish aesthetics with clever
functionality. The bath is no longer just a place for
basic cleansing; it has been transformed into a space of
ultimate spa-like comfort and relaxation. Our bathroom
story shines a spotlight on innovative and stylish
collections and product highlights by notable bathroom
manufacturers Roca and Hansgrohe Singapore.
Picking the right element for the kitchen can feel
daunting and mind-boggling at times, especially with
the wide range of products constantly flooding the
kitchen sector. In our kitchen story, we’ve selected four
kitchen essentials any chef or cooking enthusiast must
have.
Selecting tiles with a luxurious feel and high-end
look doesn’t necessarily mean these surfaces require
high maintenance, or possess more drawbacks than
advantages. In our surface story “Too Good To Walk
On”, we have seven elegant but easy-to-maintain tile
collections guaranteed to spruce up your living spaces.
Our project segment meanwhile, takes a look at living
spaces in exotic locations. Take a peek at the luxurious
6

bathroom and kitchen fittings inside one of the tallest
skyscrapers in New York City, the unique exterior and
interior of a beautiful home in the Ensanche district in
Valencia and the opulent furniture inside the villas of
Samujana in Koh Samui, Thailand.
“Living the Edge” is the theme for this issue’s special
products, and we’re showcasing the latest high-end
and technologically advanced products in the bathroom
and kitchen sectors. Last but not least, we have the
pleasure of interviewing Roca in collaboration with
Architect Alain Moatti, who worked on renovating the
iconic Eiffel Tower, and Architect Gary Fell, who talks
about the design concept behind his project in Koh
Samui.
Happy reading!

Francesca Carrillo
Editor
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R E D D OT G A L A 2015 B R I N G S TO G E T H E R T H E
W O R L D ’S B E S T D E S I G N E R S A N D MA N U FA C T U R E R S

T

he global design scene came together
in Essen to celebrate the best products
of the year in late June. The glamorous Red
Dot Gala in the Aalto theatre marked the
culmination of the Red Dot Award Product
Design 2015. International design experts and
manufacturers met media representatives
from all over the world on the red carpet.
This year also marked the competition’s
60th anniversary. The jury received a recordbreaking 4,928 entries from 56 countries.
Keeping up with tradition, founder and
CEO of Red Dot, Professor Dr Peter Zec
hosted the gala. 1,200 audience members
from 40 countries watched the laureates of
the ‘Red Dot: Best of the Best’ receive their
trophies on stage. Of the 5,000 entries, only
81 succeeded in winning the top individual
awards. The gala featured an engaging
cultural programme, with a performance by
Denis Gäbel, one of Germany’s most soughtafter saxophone players.
The highlight of the ceremony was the
awarding of the ‘Red Dot Design Team of
the Year’. The Robert Sachon & Bosch Home
Appliances Design Team received the title.
Prior award winners include Veryday, Apple,
BMW, Hilti, Grohe, Lenovo, LG, Porsche, and
Sony.
“In the name of this year’s ‘Red Dot: Design
Team of the Year’, we’d like to recognise
what the Design Zentrum and the Red Dot
organisation has been doing over the past
60 years. A big thanks from all of us!” said a
representative from Bosch.
After the award ceremony, the Designers’
Night and the special exhibition ‘Design
on Stage, Winners Red Dot Award: Product
Design 2015’ preview took place at the Red
Dot Design Museum. Around 1,400 designers,
decision makers, and media representatives
came together at the show party.
Aside
from
the
lively
after-party
entertainment, all of the year’s winning
products were presented in the museum
for the first time. The Robert Sachon & Bosch
Home Appliances Design Team presented
their own exhibition entitled ‘Icons of
everyday life–Bosch home appliances
throughout the ages’.

8

Another exhibition at the Zollverein Complex also drew numerous guests. The
‘Enduring, not ultimate form’ exhibition recounts the history of the Design Zentrum
NRW. Under the patronage of Professor Dr Norbert Lammert, President of the German
Bundestag, historical products from the first winners’ exhibition in 1955 as well as the
success story of the Red Dot Design Award, were presented in an innovative light.
About Red Dot Award
To professionally appraise diversity in the field of design, the Red Dot Design Award
is divided into three disciplines, namely the ‘Red Dot Award: Product Design’, ‘Red
Dot Award: Communication Design’, and ‘Red Dot Award: Design Concept’. Created
by Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen, the Red Dot Award receives around 17,000
entries each year, making it one of the most respected design competitions in the
world. In 2015, it celebrated its 60th anniversary.
For more information, visit www.red-dot.de.

I N S TA L L I N G
M AG I C M O M E N T S .
Swiss quality and highly functional design
offer long-lasting bathroom solutions for every space.
Laufen pro S, design by Vetica.
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Roca Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. (5554-M)
Level 3A, Quattro West (West Wing), No. 4, Lorong Persiaran Barat, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel: +603 7952 2522, Fax: +603 7952 2696, www.my.roca.com, enquires@my.roca.net
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C E R S A I E 2015 P R E V I E W: T I L I N G TO W N
Clay

Water
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Eleven apprentices accompanied by their tutors will carry out highly
complex work, which will require a high level of manual skill, precision,
and meticulous workmanship. The school is the only Italian educational
institute that took part in Worldskills 2015, a global competition of
professional skills that was held in August at São Paulo, Brazil.
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T

Tiling Town’s division of areas
A large space will be occupied by Assoposa, whose Master Tilers will
conduct demonstrations on how to install large-format and thin tiles for
interiors and exteriors. Numerous demonstrations will be held each day of
the fair, and will be open to all Cersaie visitors.
Following last year’s success, this year’s event will once again see the
participation of the vocational school of Silandro in collaboration with the
trade association Confartigianato Imprese of Bolzano.

Elena Del Prete e Guglielmo Gennari
Università degli Studi della Repubblica di San Marino
Università IUAV di Venezia / Industrial and Communication Design

CERSAIE-2015-A4-GB.indd 1

Tiling Town will be located in a new and prestigious location near the
Bologna Exhibition Centre’s main entrance. In the space of just a few years,
the event has seen considerable improvement in terms of product quality
and has attracted a constantly growing number of participants and visitors.

12/11/14 16:18

he stage is set for the fourth edition of Tiling
Town, a special exhibition which is part of Cersaie
2015. The 2015 edition will see greater involvement
on the part of Assoposa, who is a member of the
Italian Ceramics Tile Layers’ Association. Assoposa
will be organising the Master Tiler demonstrations in
collaboration with the Vocational School for young
tile layers in Bolzano, Italy.

In another area, Assoposa master tilers plan to carry out a particularly
complex installation to demonstrate the enormous adaptability of ceramic
tiles to any requirement in the field of building and architecture.
Cersaie 2015 will also host a meeting of European manufacturers, retailers,
and tilers. For the first time, these players will come together to discuss
short and long term market prospects. They will also discuss the technical
training of professionals and the state of international standards governing
products and installation methods. The meeting will also see the
participation of representatives from CET (European ceramic tile producers’
association), EUF (European ceramic tile fixers’ association), and distributor
and retailer associations from several countries.
For more information, visit www.cersaie.it.

I N T E R I O R L I F E S T Y L E TO K YO W E LCO M E S O V E R 30,144
V I S I TO R S

I

nterior Lifestyle Tokyo was held from 10 to 12 June at Tokyo Big
Sight West and the Atrium, and closed its doors with outstanding
success. In its 25th edition, the show welcomed a record-breaking
30,144 visitors and 769 exhibitors from 25 countries. Exhibitors
presented high-quality design products, while the fairground was
vibrant with buyers searching for new design and trends.

This year’s highlight, ‘Curation store’, took place at the Atrium.
The zone showcased products that inspired museum shops and
appealed to buyers. Contributed by collaborating directors Takashi
Kobayashi and Mana Kobayashi from the Design Office IMA, the
‘Curation store’ received excellent responses for the venue’s simple
yet effective design.

Exhibitors left positive comments after meeting with discerning
buyers from around the world, while visitors talked about the fair
increasing its status as an indispensable event in the interior and
design industry. The show was also highly regarded not only for
the range of products, but also for the special highlight zones and
programmes.

Fumiko Nambu, Retail Coordinator of minä perhonen, a popular
Japanese fashion brand, commented, “It was our second time
exhibiting at this show. Our main purpose was to increase our
presence in the interior design industry. While we feel we are quite
successful in the apparel industry, it doesn’t hurt to meet more
buyers from our target industry. We showcased our new bookrack,
which uses our textiles, and the responses were great. We feel that
continuous presence is important, and we’d like to come back again.”

Some of the sessions at the talk show event ‘Lifestyle Salon 2015’
were packed. Zone highlights like the ‘Curation store’ and the new
‘Foodist’ zone also received positive feedback.

10

Rosey Blackmore and Hannah Oxley of Tate Enterprises Ltd.
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commented, “The fair was extremely well organised. The ‘Curation
store’ in the Atrium was fantastic. We found lots of interesting
companies and products that we are definitely interested in
stocking at Tate. It was our first trip to Japan and the fair. We really
love Japanese design. The traditions and original craftsmanship are
still seen today, but have been given a modern twist to keep up
with society’s demands, which is great. The careful use of materials
and attention to small detail is amazing.”

We received some very interesting voices from importers and
wholesalers,” said Thibault Houelleu.

The new ‘Foodist’ zone attracted many buyers from interior
shops. This new zone celebrated the diversified food culture and
showcased an array of well-designed packaged food that is perfect
as gifts, and beautiful kitchen accessories that people would want
to display in their homes.

“We introduced the most powerful brands in the industry. We
wanted to promote foreign lifestyle ideas that are not yet familiar in
Japan. One way was to design our booth just like the shop floor of
Kartell and the responses were great. Many of the Japanese buyers
told us that they saw our existing products in a new light. We felt
that this show brings many discerning buyers and exhibitors,” said
Yayo Fukumura.

Koji Otani, President of From Farm, commented, “We participated
as Interior Lifestyle Tokyo has a good reputation. It was our first
time joining a show. We participated because we wanted to
promote our dry fruits and granola products, and its area of
production. Many visitors came to our booth, and we met buyers
from specialty stores who understood our product concept, which
we are very delighted about. We also received great suggestions.”
Marc-Antoine Spreiter, Manager at Erfis Design AG said, “I joined
the show because I heard that it is a good exhibition in terms
of visitor quality and we wanted to establish a sales channel in
Japan, a country where consumers were likely to understand our
uniquely designed kitchen tools. The responses were good and
we exchanged many business cards with buyers from specialty
stores and department stores. Overall I’m happy to be here. I look
forward to coming back again.”
The show also became a successful business platform for other
international exhibitors. Thibault Houelleu, Group Managing
Director at Mastrad, gave positive feedback for obtaining market
information that is as unique as Japan.
“We were changing our business structure and our distributor. We
exhibited at Interior Lifestyle Tokyo to analyse the local market.
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Many leading companies participated this year, which enhanced
the quality of the show.
Yayo Fukumura, Director at Estic Co, Ltd. spoke about the responses
towards their product line-ups from Kartell.

Interior Lifestyle Award
This edition also hosted the ‘Best Buyer’s Choice 2015’ award and
‘Young Designer Award’, which showcased upcoming trends. ‘Best
Buyer’s Choice 2015’ was given to Time & Style.
The ‘Young Designer Award’ was given to two exhibitors this
year, namely Studio Bycolor and Rokurosha. This award has been
granted to outstanding items chosen from ‘Talents’, a zone that
supported young designers over the years. This zone was brought
from Interior Lifestyle Tokyo’s mother fair Ambiente, the world’s
largest consumer goods fair held in Frankfurt, Germany every
February.
The winner is entitled to exhibit at the ‘Talents’ zone at the coming
edition of Ambiente, which gathered 135,000 visitors at the last
edition from more than 150 countries around the world. The
award will enable many young talents to flourish overseas.
The next Interior Lifestyle Tokyo will be held from 1st to 3rd June
2016 at Tokyo Big Sight, West Hall.
For more information, visit www.interior-lifestyle.com.

Bravat Singapore Pte. Ltd. [Exclusive Distributor]
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D E S I G N E XC E L L E N C E AWA R D 2015 R E T U R N S I N 3 R D
YEAR RUNNING

T

he prestigious annual Design Excellence Awards (DEA)
Singapore, which is organised by the Interior Design
Confederation Singapore (IDCS), returned in June 2015 with an
expanded edition that recognised creative talents in the Asia
Pacific region. This year sees two new competition categories,
namely the I-DEA (Asia Pacific) and SPADE (Asia Pacific) awards for
regional entrants.
In 2012, DEA created two main categories to create a distinction
between industry contestants and student contestants under
I-DEA (Interior Design Excellence Awards) and SPADE (Spatial
Design Awards). This allowed the industry to compete on a level
playing field among their peers, and allowed the student and
budding designer population to also take part and hone their
talents in a nationwide contest.
Established in the 90’s, the competition was originally known
as the Design Excellence Awards, which was primarily primed
under the same track for both the industry and institution. IDCS
subsequently decided to re-align the competition into two tracks,
separating the industry from the institution, to re-brand the award
and raise its level of recognition by re-branding it into the Design
Excellence Awards in 2012.
The award recognises the achievements and contributions of
local professional practitioners as well as talented and budding
designers from art and design institutions. It is highly regarded
in the various branches of the design industry and has launched
the careers of many emerging young designers. Awards are given
according to design categories including Hospitality, Corporate,
Exhibition, Retail, Institution, Residential, and Food and Beverage.
Last year’s winners include President Design Award winner Peter
Tay, who won the gold award for both residential and retail
categories, Stephan Goh of Metaphor Studio for Urban Loft @ The
Arte, and Victor Ting and Tina Lee of The Carpenter’s Workshop for
29 Leonie Hill.
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Each year, a panel of distinguished industry veterans judge the
competition entries. The 2014 panel included the President of
Asian Pacific Space Designers Alliance Francis Surjaseputra, Vice
President of IDCS Casey Boo Koh, award-winning hospitality
designer Natalie Louey, FORM magazine editor Marc Almagro, and
GSA-SIT Partnership Programme Director Frazer Macdonald Hay.
“As an industry-led initiative, the IDCS is always looking to raise
the level of spatial design in Singapore. Our mission is to provide
local designers with a platform that would enable them to be their
best as well as to learn from each other,” said Geroge Budiman,
President of the IDCS.
“After having organised a few successful runs of the DEA, we
found that the recognition and benefits that our members and
participants receive from this award would be enhanced with the
inclusion of region-wide entries. This was the reasoning behind
the decision to embrace a wider participant pool, which would
help raise the level of friendly competition among designers.”
This year’s awards also sees a new format, which would make it
more accessible and convenient for participation and judging.
The DEA will be harnessing technology and cloud-based
services to move the competition process online. Companies
and students will be able to register and submit entries entirely
through the website. Judges will also be able to login to view the
entries, and to shortlist their preferred winners, thereby doing
away the collation and preparation of hard copy submissions for
judging.
With this move, IDCS hopes that it will encourage more
participation. Last year’s DEA saw 231 entries for I-DEA and 58
entries for SPADE from Singapore alone. With the inclusion of
Asia Pacific and the online submission process, the DEA expects a
surge in participation.
For more information, visit www.deasingapore.com.
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I N T E R Z U M 2015: I N D I V I D UA L I T Y A N D AU T H E N T I C I T Y
R E MA I N O N T R E N D

O

ver the years, Interzum has attracted a number of market
and trend leaders to present their innovations in furniture
production, interior design, and materials—making Interzum
the meeting place for industry decision-makers. With 1,561
companies from 57 countries exhibiting at Interzum, Cologne
did not only host leading market brands. There were also plenty
of small and innovative companies in attendance.

Changing colour and surfaces stimulates furniture and
living environments
“Of course, wooden surfaces and a wood-based feel still dominate
the high-end furniture and kitchen furniture segments but we are
seeing a greater acceptance of colour play in terms of creative ‘Mix
and Match’ options,” said colour expert Dr Hildegard Kalthegener
on the influence of surface trends on furniture design.

Authentic stays on trend
Mehling & Wiesmann’s beechwood veneers for instance,
cannot be produced in large quantities because the process
is long and arduous. It requires a variety of different fungal
treatments to produce the pronounced grain with its intentional
discolourations for an almost marbled and unique quality.

“Switching up the surface on a large piece of furniture, or
between the furniture and the wall creates a new dynamism for
the private living sphere. Limed oak is paired with a deep sober
and grey with a blueish tone, or Italian walnut with a subtle and
smoky light blue. Cool turquoise tones with aquamarine, petrol,
and opal are also popular, and are particularly trendy when
paired with warm woods for a complimentary contrast.”

Customisable products in the automobile industry play an
increasingly important role not only for surfaces, but also for the
actual furniture systems. The Hox drawer system for instance, is
a hybrid box with fronts affixed with a clip. Lateral elements can
be selected from a variety of materials and styles, some of which
can be exclusively reserved.
Multi-sensuality for surfaces
Manufacturers and furniture designers are currently looking for
materials which possess a particularly enhanced sensual quality.
Surfaces are no longer simply customisable, but also antibacterial, smudge-resistant, and semi-transparent.
The next generation of surfaces even come with fragrances.
These include decorative slats and acoustic panels created by
compressing coffee beans, vanilla pods, and lavender or hay
flowers, giving rooms their own individual atmosphere.
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Dr Kalthegener also noticed honey-coloured woods with blackand-white accents and clever graphics at Interzum.
“In summary, my four day visit to Interzum showed me that in
addition to bordeaux, cyclamen, and lime, smoky blue and
cool aquamarine turquoise are becoming established contrast
colours for honey-coloured woods.”
Surfaces and materials represent exclusivity in smooth looks
Interzum also confirmed a noticeable trend in furniture design
that exclusivity is no longer so much defined by shape, but rather
by the particular quality of the material used.
Also representing this clean look of exclusive furniture design
were handle-free open and shutting systems. These allow
drawers, cupboards, and sliding doors to be opened elegantly
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and easily thanks to shock absorber systems and mechanical or
electronic opening assists.

be found here,” says Arne Petersen, Vice President of Trade Fair
Management at Koelnmesse.

For example, manufacturers like Resopal and Niemann
emphasise a virtually seamless appearance. On the other hand,
SpaStyling offers large format and easy-to-install product systems
for bathroom floors, walls. Resopal washstands meanwhile,
demonstrate how dynamically the industry is advancing into
other market areas.

“Many of the suppliers are not only increasingly positioning
themselves as more application-orientated or tend to present
their products as design concepts, they are also branching out
into whole new spaces. One current example is the bathroom.
IMM Cologne’s sanitation area can also expect to experience
interesting additions from this perspective in the future.”

“Anyone closely involved in the supplier industry can be
amazed at the enormous capacity for innovation which can

For more information, visit www.koelnmesse.de.

I F P U B L I C VA LU E AWA R D 2016: I M PA C T B E YO N D D E S I G N
Projects that actively aim to improve living conditions,
promote peaceful coexistence, or preserve the
environment can be submitted. These can include
business social projects, environmental initiatives,
innovative approaches from the public sector, the
creation of new networks, or the effective work of
foundations.
The award is oriented towards mega trends, and has
eleven categories. In addition, submissions will also
be assigned a geographic focus. Using a specially
developed evaluation methodology, the Public Value
Scorecard, each submission will be judged based on
five criterias. The Public Value Scorecard allows the
projects to be evaluated systematically and fairly.

W

ith the newly launched iF Public Value Award competition, the iF
committee intends to focus on projects that offer solutions to pressing
worldwide issues. Companies, public administrations, NGOs, and individuals
who have developed creative approaches for coexisting in local and global
communities are invited to participate.
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Online applications for the iF Public Value Award
2016 remains open until 15 October 2015. The award
ceremony will take place in 23 February 2016 at the
Neue Sammlung in Munich.
For more information, visit www.ifdesign.de.
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D E N TO N B Y CO S E N T I N O I N T R O D U C E S 3 N E W CO LO U R S :
V E N T U S, K O R U S & G A L E MA

V

entus, Korus and Galema were recently
added to Dekton’s Solid Collection, a range
offering the nuances inherent in the purity
and continuity of colour. Solid Collection is
a range of solid colours that offer stunning
balance and harmony of design.
Focusing on the essentials, Ventus, Korus, and
Galema offer the purest simplicity of greys
and ochres. They are also outstanding for their
smooth and authentic colours.
About Dekton by Cosentino
The Dekton by Cosentino ultra-compact
surface is a new and innovative category
of surfaces created with the objective of
becoming a global leader in the world of
architecture and design in both indoor and
outdoor spaces. It is the result of an investment
of 128 million euros and 22,000 hours of
research and development, making it the
perfect partner for designers and architects
throughout the world.
For more information, visit
www.cosentino.com.

HANSGROHE PRESENTS
MIXER RANGE

ITS

NEW

TA L I S

SELEC T

W

With its new mixer range Talis Select, the mixer and
shower manufacturer Hansgrohe introduces its
popular Select technology to basin mixers for washbowls.
The flow of water is turned on and off by pressing the Select
button instead of using a conventional lever. This is useful,
for instance, for users with soapy hands.
Hansgrohe’s Talis Select technology is purely mechanical
and works by means of an especially developed cartridge. It
controls the water temperature and turns the flow of water
on and off by turning the valve. This added convenience
requires no electricity or other devices in the base cabinet.
The mixer collection was created in close collaboration with
Hansgrohe’s long-standing partner Phoenix Design. Talis
Select is available in two versions, namely a flat spout, or a
round conical spout. The aesthetic appeal of the range lies
in its clean lines and the seamless transition of the spout
to the mixer body. Intuitive controls make handling easy.
Thanks to the introduction of the Talis Select range, the
entire bathroom—from showerheads, thermostats to basin
mixers can be equipped with Hansgrohe Select products.
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Talis conserves water
The entire Talis mixer range features Hansgrohe’s EcoSmart
technology. With the help of an aerator, the flow of water is limited
to about five litres per minute without sacrificing comfort. The
water is enriched with air, creating a soft, voluminous water jet.
Furthermore, users can save water quickly and easily by pressing
the convenient ‘Select’ button, which stops the flow of water. Talis
mixers are also available with the CoolStart function. When the
handle is set to the middle position, only cold water flows from
the tap. For hot water, the handle must be turned to the left. This
technology makes sure that the pipes are not needlessly filled with

warm water and continuous-flow heaters and circulation pumps
do not start up unless needed.
Washbasin and mixer interaction
Talis mixers are available in a variety of spout heights for different
types of basins so that the washbasin and mixer not only
harmonise in terms of style, but also in terms of practical everyday
use. The wide range of products ensures the model suits the needs
of different customers.
For more information, visit www.hansgrohe.com.sg.

O M V I V O P R E S E N T S T H E V E N I C E CO L L E C T I O N

E

legant and modern symmetry combines with sculptural
form to create a classic in Omvivo’s recently launched
Venice collection. Contemporary luxury achieved through
considered design is Omvivo’s hallmark, and the new Venice
range lives up to expectations. The combination of timber
and matt white solid surface offers modern finishes with an
organic feel, while the sleek minimal style promises elegance
and a sense of calm.
Solid surface and smooth flowing lines in the round or oval
matt white basin inspire comparisons to classical sculpture.
This sense is enhanced by the sleek lines of the complementary
range of Venice furniture in contemporary finishes.
Designed and made in Australia, the Venice furniture consists
of wall-mounted drawers with push-to-open mechanisms,
divider inserts, and clean wall-mounted floating benches and
box frame mirrors.
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“The Omvivo design team has created a sculptural and luxurious
range in Venice, which is ideal for the premium residential market, as
well as exclusive hotel and hospitality environments. The matt white
surface of the basin offers a stunning juxtaposition to the warm
timber joinery. Perfectly proportioned and with beautiful detailing,
Venice is the ultimate elegant statement for the classic contemporary
bathroom,” said Suzie Dyson, General Manager of Omvivo.
About Omvivo
One of the world’s premium luxury bathroom brands, Omvivo
offers a collection to suit a vast array of styles and spaces, from
apartment living to large family homes, premium hotels and unique
commercial applications. Influenced by the diversity of today’s
bathroom environments, the Omvivo design team is committed
to innovative, sophisticated, yet uncomplicated luxury design for
modern bathrooms.
For more information, visit www.omvivo.com.
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CO LO U R L I V I N G CO L L A B O R AT E S W I T H
AMBIENTE CUCINA

FENDI

CASA

R

enowned for setting new standards
in high quality at-home living and
lifestyle enrichment, Colourliving proudly
presented Fendi Casa Ambiente Cucina,
a custom kitchen collection unveiled as
an exclusive installation preview at its
flagship Wan Chai store.
During the official launch, the
brand played host to live cooking
demonstrations by Hong Kong celebrity
Chefs Christian Yang and Master Kuen
to visually showcase highlights of the
elegant Fendi Casa units. The units were
designed to effortlessly blend into a
home environment with key elements
created as an extension of the living
area and reminiscent of a beautifully
streamlined walk-in closet.
As a continuation of Roman fashion
maison, Fendi Casa Ambiente Cucina is
characterised by shining glass and lacquer
with precious compositions of natural
stone, as well as touches of the Italian
fashion house’s legendary premium
leather. The elegant collection also brings
warmth and delicate elegance, making it
fit for any refined setting.
Focusing on creating luxurious and
bespoke pieces, each kitchen design
is fully customisable to suit individual
tastes. Homeowners can choose from
a selection of delicate door handles,
drawer interiors, and may also add
customised worktops, sinks, taps, and
other appliances to the kitchen units. For
a more refined touch, a selection of high
quality materials are also available—from
polished ebony macassar wood and waxfinished eucalyptus doors, to mother-ofpearl gloss lacquer and fine embossedleather in crocodile, galuchat, and iguana
finishes.
“We are delighted to be the exclusive
distributor in Hong Kong offering
the luxurious Fendi Casa Ambiente
Cucina collection. Created using the
finest materials, Fendi Casa brings its
prestigious furniture and timeless design
into the kitchen–the heart of the home,”
commented Executive Director of
Colourliving, Denise Lau.
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“At Colourliving, we help homeowners choreograph a discerning lifestyle through
the finest and highly functional components for the home. As a constant source of
innovation and style, we are proud to partner with Fendi Casa to achieve the perfect
balance between function and luxurious aesthetics for any home.”
Colourliving has two bespoke versions of the Fendi Casa Ambiente Cucina collection
showcased in-store. This includes the elegant Villa Livia, which comprises an island and
storage units in a rich brown colour scheme. The kitchen was created using mocha
crocodile embossed leather, ebony wood panels, a glossy lacquer frame, and stone
countertops.
Meanwhile, the Villa Ada collection is a panel system that enhances the entire
environment. The kitchen is ideal for those looking for a more understated elegance
look. The kitchen uses a mother-of-pearl lacquer on automatic sliding doors, and
the contractible counter top to bring a minimalist feel into the kitchen. Two other
kitchen collections, the Villa Domizia and Villa Giuliaare systems, are also available for
customisation.
For more information, visit www.colourliving.com.
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A N TO N I O LU P I

REST YLES

ITS

MILAN

SHOWROOM

New products and a new
layout
The Milan showroom, opened
in 2008, is Antoniolupi’s
flagship store. Since its launch,
the Milan showroom has
become an important hub for
architects, interior designers,
and professionals. The display is
renewed every year and remains
coherent with Antoniolupi’s
brand image. During the Salone
del Mobile exhibition, the
showroom has been completely
restyled with new products and
a new layout.
The
300
metre
square
showroom is located in Milan’s
Brera design district, and offers
a complete overview of the
brand’s collections and new
products. The location was
designed around an openspaced concept which enables
visitors the freedom to interact
with the entire room.

The showroom transports a customer’s experience of simply viewing the exhibition into an
immersive walk inside a scenic-aggregative space intended to facilitate the exchange of new
ideas and knowledge.
For more information, visit www.antoniolupi.it.
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D U R AV I T: M E R E F O R MA L I T Y I N D E S I G N

G

eometry brings a whole host of high-contrast design
opportunities to the world of architecture, including
bathroom design. Nothing is more timeless or more creative
than the language of form.
Washbasins with a consistent 90 degree design meet
contemporary square or circle combinations, which unite two
high-contrast geometric forms. More and more objects are
moving away from perfect symmetry–an idea that is creating

ripples. On Duravit’s P3 Comforts shower stool, the traditional
square gives way to a trapezium, and the Starck 2 washbasin,
which looks perfectly circular at first glance, is actually slightly
oval in shape, setting eye-catching accents in the bathroom
design. Meanwhile, the protruding pentagon of the Paiova
5 bathtub and the gently curving tri-oval of the Cape Cod
washbowl translate the formal language on a new level.
For more information, visit www.duravit.com.

V I L L E R OY & B O C H U N V E I L S I T S F I R S T F L A G S H I P S TO R E
IN ASIA

E

uropean Premium Brand Villeroy & Boch’s first Asia flagship
store opens in Singapore, where its APAC headquarters are
located. The spacious 1,500 square feet store is housed in the
historical Capitol Piazza, facing the intersection of Stamford Road
and North Bridge Road. The heritage building, spanning across
542,000 square feet embodies Villeroy & Boch’s rich heritage of
267 years.
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Founded in 1748 with a vision for innovation and design, the
mission of Villeroy & Boch is firmly set on bringing the best products
and solutions to transform every home into a quality living space
with style. Deeply rooted in European culture, tradition, quality,
and authenticity are the Villeroy & Boch attributes which create
support and guidance for its international clients. Its wide product
and gift article ranges cater to different lifestyles—classic, country
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and metropolitan, while guaranteeing premium
designs and quality.
Premium tableware and glassware for the
entire home
The Villeroy & Boch store in Singapore will showcase
carefully curated collections of tableware, flatware,
glassware and giftware. Key tableware series across
all Villeroy & Boch Lifestyles include collections
for the ‘Classic Lifestyle’ like the Amazonia Anmut,
Samarkand Mandarin, and La Classica Contura
collections. ‘Contemporary Country Décors’ such as
Artesano Provençal Lavender and Mariefleur bring
sophisticated French Florals on the plate. The Flow
series and the award-winning NewWave, which
caters to lovers of modern formal designs, reflect
‘Metropolitan styles’. Celebrating family values,
collections such as Kiddy Bears, Farm Animals and
Funny Zoo with its playful designs, have been made
specially to captivate the hearts of children around
the world.
Signature glassware designs include the classic and
luxurious Grand Royal, and Octavie collections as
well as the timeless Purismo and Allegorie series.
For more information, visit www.villeroy-boch.com.

E W I N S I N T R O D U C E S T H E K YO L I T E D E CO R AT I V E PA N E L S
Founded in 1933 as a Yuzen pattern
carving company in Kyoto, Kyolite’s
products have evolved over the years by
predicting and meeting ever-changing
market demands. After moving into
developing construction materials by
applying the same carving method in
the 1950s, Kyolite soon grew to become
the market leader for supplying ship wall
coverings. The brand gained its reputation
for its high durability and water resistance.
With its superior material, Kyolite later
shifted to producing housing materials
specialising in places where water or fire
are used, and has since remained as a
popular choice of designers and furniture
manufacturers.

D

esigners and retrofitters are always searching for unique, well-designed, and
durable products when it comes to materials to be used for interior design. Easy
maintenance and installation would be some of the additional attributes that could
determine the choice of material. Kyolite, a calcium silicate tile from Japan is designed
with the installer and user in mind.

Non-combustible
Designed
and
manufactured
in
accordance with strict quality standards,
Kyolite is an elegant panel with fresh
colour tones and crystal-like surface
designs. It is suitable for use as kitchen
backsplashes, bathroom walls, and as
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wall coverings for interior wall spaces.
Not only has it passed Japanese Industry
Standards testing, it is approved as a noncombustible building material by the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism of Japan.
Resistant to detergent and water
Widely used as kitchen backsplashes
and as bathroom wall coverings, Kyolite
decorative panels are resistant to
detergent and water due to a special resin
coating on the surface that is completely
cured with ultraviolet rays. Alkaline and
acid detergents leave Kyolite’s surfaces
unchanged. Furthermore, it does not turn
mouldy as it does not contain any paper
or organic material.
Environmentally friendly
Made from calcium silicate board, Kyolite
has energy saving features. It contains
neither noxious materials such as asbestos
and formaldehyde, nor emits them. It is
also free of toluene and xylene, and is thus
friendly to both the earth and anyone
handling the material.
Easy to install
Unlike regular ceramic tiles, Kyolite is
available in large formats and multiple

designs to suit different lifestyles and needs. It can be easily cut using simple machines
and tools, which makes on-site size and shape alterations a breeze. Furthermore, it can
be easily installed onto cement walls or directly onto existing ceramic tiles with silicon
glue. Shorter installation time and minimal joint lines make Kyolite a popular option
among designers, retrofitters, and homeowners.
About
Ewins Pte Ltd is a proud representative of Kyolite in Singapore and the region. Kyolite
was showcased at Archidex 2015 in August 2015.
For more information, visit www.ewins-group.com.

G R O H E P R E S E N T S T H E G R O H T H E R M 1000 M I X E R

G

aining the perfect water temperature in seconds is a comfort
and convenience appreciated by all users when turning on
showers and filling bathtubs. If the bathroom is equipped without
a thermostatic mixer, users may be kept waiting, wasting plenty of
water, and be subjected to scalding hot water in the process.
Grohe’s Grohtherm range of thermostatic mixers comes with
innovative features that adjust the water temperature instantly.
First introduced in 1995, the Grohtherm 1000 is updated with new
proprietary technologies that focus on convenience, safe use, and
comfort for consumers.
Automatic temperature mixing
With the Grohtherm 1000, getting the perfect water temperature each
time is simplified. Thanks to Grohe’s unique TurboStat technology,
water temperature can be adjusted accurately and instantly without
water wastage, while users search for their preferred temperature
setting. Once set, the thermostatic cartridge will maintain the
desired temperature reliably for the entire duration of the shower by
balancing out any pressure fluctuations in the water pipes.
Cool to the touch
Safety is of paramount importance, and the Grohtherm 1000 is
boosted with Grohe’s CoolTouch technology. This insulating ring
keeps hot water away from the thermostat body, preventing the
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surface from heating up. In addition, the thermostatic cartridge
has been shifted towards the left, thereby shortening the hot
water channel within the unit and ruling out the risk of scalding on
the chrome surface. The temperature control handle also features
a SafeStop button, which users can press for preferred water
temperatures beyond 38 degrees Celsius.
This button protects children and the elderly from being scalded
in case they inadvertently turn up the temperature. The intuitive
controls are aided by self-explanatory symbols.
Cost and water savings
Thanks to the newly added EcoButton, Grohtherm helps users
conserve water up to 50 per cent, and reduce their monthly
utilities. Additionally, the Grohtherm 1000’s volume control handle
of the bath thermostat features the AquadimmerEco mechanism,
which enables smooth and economical switching between bath
filling and showering mode—further boosting its sustainability
credentials.
Aesthetics and functionality
The Grohtherm 1000 is big on functionality, but it does not
compromise on design and outlook. The new range features solid
metal screw-fixed handles and ergonomically shaped easy-to-grip

winglets. Both enhance the faucet’s aesthetics and usability, as the
winglets allow for confident operation even with wet and soapy
hands. Despite its technologically advanced features, Grohtherm
1000 retains its slim body and organically flowing lines, which
blends smoothly into any modern bathroom.
Complete range
An exciting alternative for public and commercial projects comes
in the form of the new Grohtherm 800, an entry-level model
packed with numerous functions and features. Apart from its
attractive price, the Grohtherm 800 comes with Grohe’s TurboStat
technology, sustainable EcoJoy technology, the SafeStop button,
EasyLogic user guidance, and ergonomic winglet handles. With its
pared down design, flowing lines, and slender body, it coordinates
easily with varying decors, offering architects and planners great
freedom when designing modern bathrooms.
For a more powerful design statement, there is the Grohtherm
1000 Cosmopolitan M. While retaining its popular minimalist
shape, the thermostat comes with high-quality metal handles
that feature a subtle rim that ensures a confident and non-slip
operation.
For more information, visit www.grohe.sg.

K I TC H E N C U LT U R E F L A G S H I P S TO R E I N MA L AY S I A

K

itchen Culture is a leading distributor of
luxury kitchens systems and appliances
that make shopping and planning for
kitchen a more pleasurable and immersive
experience for customers. Being a kitchen
specialist, the distributor provides an extensive
range of kitchen system brands such as
LaCornue, Poggenpohl, Hacker, Rational, and
Eggersmann, and kitchen appliance brands
such as Sub-Zero, Wolf, Steel, Foster, Elica, and
V-ZUG.
Located at a popular residential and
entertainment district in Bangsaria, Kuala
Lumpur, the four-storey showroom covers
a total space of 21,766 square feet, covering
every need a homemaker is looking for.

Showroom:
45E Ground/1st/3rd/5th Floor
Jalan Maarof Bangunan Bangsaria Bangsar Baru
59100 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
Tel: (603) 2287 5010/20 Fax: (603) 2287 5030
Operating Hours:
Mon - Sat: 10:00AM-6.00PM
Sun / PH: By appointment only
For more information, visit
www.kitchencultureholdings.com.
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LIVING THE EDGE
ALBA

by Roca Singapore
www.sg.roca.com
The ALBA collection is a complete bathroom solution inspired by the
calming and relaxing concepts of flowing light and water. Elegant
and functional, Alba is designed to give users a full immersive
experience in the bathroom.

SAPHIRKERAMIK
by Roca Singapore
www.laufen.com

SAPHIRKERAMIK is an innovative ceramic material. It possesses all the
hygienic advantages of traditional bathroom ceramics, but is thinner, more
defined, and extremely robust. The special properties are possible thanks to
the addition of corundum—a colourless component of sapphire, which has
been prepared for the market by years of research and development work
by Laufen. Since its launch in 2013, SaphirKeramik has become a favourite
material of architects and bathroom planners due to its ability to permit a
whole new design language with ceramics in the bathroom.
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CX 480

by Gaggenau
www.gaggenau.com
The CX480 is any kitchen aficionado’s
dream. It functions as one single flat
cooking surface, making it suitable for
all types of cookware. Pan types are
automatically identified and provided
with the right amount of heat, regardless
of their position on the cooktop. In
true Gaggenau spirit that strives for
excellence in design for ease of use, the
TFT touch display—which reproduces
the respective positions, sizes and shapes
of the cookware, allows for an intuitive
control of all functions.

ADAIGO
by Elica
www.elica.com

A perfect combination of aesthetics and technological
innovation, ADAIGO features a clean shape and
attention to detail in the perimeter extraction section.
This ensures maximum efficiency in the purification
of fumes and vapours from the surrounding
environment. Adagio can be activated via an intuitive
touch-control

interface

positioned

along

the

horizontal surface. When not in use, the hood can be
concealed inside the stove.
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MURANO
by Rexa Design
www.rexadesign.it

Designed by Monica Garaffeo, the MURANO washbasins by
Rexa are hand-blown by the master glassmakers of Murano.
Functional and durable, the washbasins are available in a
20x42 cm size and either in bronze or gray glass.

MICROSILK
HYDROTHERAPY
BATH
by Primemax International
www.primemaxinternational.com

The MICROSILK HYDROTHERAPY BATH’S defining feature
is Jason International’s innovative Microsilk Hydrotherapy.
Capable of channeling revitalization in the bath, this
groundbreaking technology has numerous benefits. Microsilk
allows for deeper relaxation and improved serotonin levels
through inhalation of negatively charged ions. It also allows
for consistent warmth and improved circulation through an
enhanced “Sauna Effect”. Lastly, it provides natural cleansing,
exfoliation,

and

microbubbles.
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432 PARK AVENUE,
NEW YORK
Text & photos by Dornbracht

A Building of Superlatives
Recently opened this summer, the new apartment
building has a height of over 426 metres, making
it one of the tallest skyscrapers in the world. Now
offering only the best view in New York, all 104-luxury
apartments also have furnishings that meet the
highest standards. For bathrooms and kitchens
spaces suffused with light, the planners have relied
on the Tara designer fitting from Dornbracht.
432 Park Avenue is the newest and prominent
project to date from the Harry Macklowe property
company. The slender 94 floor building is designed
by the architects’ offices of SLCE Architects and
Rafael Viñoly, and its presence has given a new look
to the New York skyline.
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96 Floors of Luxury
Future residents can expect a completely new
outlook on life above the clouds, thanks to the
generously sized 3 x 3 metres windows, and elegant
furnishings.
Each element has been carefully chosen by Designer
Deborah Berke, who paid special attention to
the architecture. Additionally, nothing was left to
chance in the bathrooms. A breathtaking view can
be enjoyed from the freestanding bathtub, which is
surrounded by elegant marble and a purist design.
The ambiance combines a sense of modernity with
timeless elegance, bringing the iconic aspirations of
the building to its interior design.

project focus| iconic showcases
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Tara from Dornbracht:
Exclusive Bathroom and Kitchen furnishings
The chosen fittings, Tara from Dornbracht, are iconic
in their own right. Their clear and balanced form has
made them a much-coveted designpiece worldwide.
The simple perfection of Tara is subtly understated in
the bathroom architecture, yet simultaneously makes
an aesthetic statement.
This also applies to the high-quality furnishings in the
kitchen, where the Dornbracht designer fitting with
hand spray is a stylish addition to the exclusive interior.
Like all the other fittings from the manufacturer, Tara
is produced in Germany and represents the ultimate
in high-quality workmanship.
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About Dornbracht
Headquartered in Iserlohn, Aloys F. Dornbracht
GmbH & Co. KG is a globally active family-run
manufacturer of high-quality fittings and accessories
for bathrooms and kitchens. Highly qualified
employees and modern production technologies
guarantee a high manufacturing quality.
With ‘Culturing Life’ as its brand claim, Dornbracht
continually
broadens
its
foundations
of
competence in the areas of design and water.
Technological innovation to promote connectivity
and convenience, and the prevention of ill health
through a focus on daily well being, increasingly
characterise the company’s brand orientation
and product developments of the future. This is
how Dornbracht forever designs and cultivates
life anew. A long-running cultural commitment
through its ‘Culture Projects’ provide Dornbracht
with an ongoing source of fresh inspirations, while
advancing innovation and technology leadership
in the bathroom and kitchen habitats. Dornbracht
is part of the Dornbracht Group, and together with
Alape, brings together two premium providers for
the bathroom and the kitchen.
For more information, visit www.dornbracht.com.
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ANTIGUO REINO
HOUSE, VALENCIA
Text by Fran Silvestre Arquitectos
Photos by Diego Opazo

Project Details
Architecture: Fran Silvestre Arquitectos
Interior Designer: Alfaro Hofmann
Project Team
Architect: Fran Silvestre Arquitectos
Collaborator: Jordi Martinez
Architects
Adrián Mora
Maria Masià
Ángel Fito
Fran Ayala
Art Direction: Adrián Mora Maroto
Collaborators: Sandra Insa | Arquitectura
Project Management: Studio2
Location: Avenida Antiguo Reino, Valencia
Built Area: 290,50 m2
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This home is set on a typical building of the Ensanche
district in Valencia. A typology of square urban blocks with
chamfered vertices that generates long and narrow housing
units, are lit by inner patios.
The day area opens towards the main façade of the
building, generating a continuous space. It is also defined
by furniture gathered within structural elements. The night
area meanwhile, opens towards the inner patio of the block.
Wet areas are included between both of them, and are
additionally lit by the inner patios.
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The project draws on a permeable configuration by
generating a series of continuous spaces, which are
distinguished by dividing furniture and large sliding
doors. The warm tone of the pavement, along with
the temperature of artificial lighting, contributes to
the spatial character of the house.
For more information, visit
www.fransilvestrearquitectos.com.
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SAMUJANA,
KOH SAMUI
Text & photos by Samujana and Gary Fell

Primitive landscapes, indigenous rock outcrops, and native vegetation were all intrinsic to the architectural
design of Samujana, Thailand’s luxurious eye-catching villa estate on Koh Samui.
Samujana started out as nothing more than a vision
in 2003. Nine years later, Samujana is now perched
on a beautiful hillside overlooking a magnificent
coral cove. The project was launched with awardwinning architect Gary Fell of GFab Architects, who
headed up the firm’s dedicated design team.
Each passing month brings with it a brand new
deluxe villa, unique to the Samujana villa estate, and
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unveiled as part of their second phase of properties.
Inspired by the breathtaking landscapes of Koh
Samui, and artfully crafted using locally sourced
materials, some of which was excavated from
surrounding formations, Thailand’s symbolic
backdrop played a vital part in the creation of these
expansive holiday homes. Importance was placed
on a feeling of “openness” and strong ties to nature.
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Links to the surrounding area can be found visually throughout each
individually designed villa. Such aesthetics are apparent in the estates’
flawless landscaping, contemporary interior design, and structural
choices. For example, the external stonewalls were constructed
using natural materials. These walls effortlessly control property
temperatures, and also provide robust weatherproof material, while
effectively blending and anchoring all villas to the Samujana site.
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Offering additional privacy and accentuated luxury
through the use of individual design, each Samujana
villa occupies generously sized en-suite bedroom.
Villas come with fully equipped kitchens, infinityedge pools, Jacuzzis and plunge pools, open-air
lounges, rooftop terraces, a TV lounge, and in some
cases, private cinema rooms.
Samujana places simplicity and openness at the
forefront, daring to exist in harmony with nature.
About
Developed and managed by Samujana Company
Ltd and designed by Gary Fell, the Samujana estate
is a collection of generously spaced opulent villas,
either for sale and rent. All villas feature large infinity
edge pools and unobstructed sea views. Perfectly
perched on a hillside overlooking a coral cove, the
villas offer three to eight bedrooms and are ideal for
families, friends, couples and also offer ample space
for bespoke weddings and glamorous events.
Samujana provides dedicated villa hosts, private
cinemas, gyms, spa services, fitness retreats, tennis
courts, beach access and all the hospitality of an
upscale resort. Samujana is ideally located just
minutes from Koh Samui International Airport and
the Chaweng Beach.
For more information, visit www.samujana.com.
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LE TERRE by imolaceramica

TOO
GOOD
TO
WALK
ON
Text and photo credits:
To the individual manufacturers mentioned in this article.
Selecting tiles with a luxurious feel and high-end look doesn’t necessarily mean these
surfaces require high maintenance, or possess more drawbacks than advantages. These
days, manufactures tend to preserve the traditional workmanship of the past and fuse
it together with the technological innovations of the present.
Some manufactures are even able to offer designers and homeowners a ‘natural
aesthetic feel’ by mimicking the texture of natural wood and stone surfaces, while
maintaining the functional and durable qualities of these surfaces. Others utilise
cutting edge technology like lasers, to engrave unique 3D designs on ceramics.
These tiles not only embody both form and function, they also come in a number of
endless customisable designs, shapes, and sizes, making them suitable for different
applications and spaces.
Here are seven elegant and sophisticated tiles guaranteed to
breathe life into your living spaces:
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New Statuario Nuvo
by Caesarstone
The new marble inspired design from Caesarstone,
Statuario Nuvo, will transform any room with elegant
and subtle sophistication, and refined and impressive
dark veins on an opaque white background.
As a more subtle complement to the highly successful
Calacatta Nuvo in Caesarstone’s new Supernatural Ultra
range, the elegant vein structure of Statuario Nuvo is
perfectly on trend and is the ideal choice for elegant
and understated interiors.
Like all of Caesarstone’s Supernatural Designs, Statuario
Nuvo offers consumers the opportunity to design
sophisticated, high-end interiors with the look of natural
stone, while offering the superior properties of a quartz
surface. Unlike natural stone, Caesarstone is virtually
non-porous, will never require sealing and is highly
scratch and stain resistant, making it perfect for high
traffic wet areas such as kitchens and bathrooms.
Statuario Nuvo is available from September 2015
onwards, through kitchen retailers nationally and is on
display in all Caesarstone showrooms.
For more information, visit www.caesarstone.sg.
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Infinity
by Fondovalle
The Infinity collection from Ceramica Fondovalle overcomes the limitations of natural
stone to create a timeless ceramic concept. The tiles capture the soul of Calacatta
marble from Carrara. They can be reshaped and adapted into a new design-oriented
surface. Infinity’s uniqueness lies in the creation of eleven graphic designs that are
available in a large 120x240 cm format. The surface collection comes in a choice of
three finishes, namely Gloss, Matte and Natural.
For more information, visit www.fondovalle.it.
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Trellis
by Kronos
Designed by Gordon Guillaumier,
the Trellis collection stands out for
its graphic and linear design. Two
contemporary textures, wood and
concrete, are impressed on a single
large-format porcelain panel. The
colour palette consists of neutral
tones that can be adapted to any
space, while the range of sizes has
been expanded with the addition of
the hexagon, a classic format revisited
in a contemporary vein.
For more information, visit
www.kronosceramiche.it.
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Stone Plan
by Italgraniti Group
In the Stone Plan series, stone takes centre stage in a wide-ranging collection that
explores the material’s wealth of expression and colour tones. Stone Plan is available in
different kinds of architectural stone, and is produced in multiple colours and veins. The
wide range covers three different areas of application, namely walls, floors, and exteriors.
For more information, visit www.italgranitigroup.com.

Timeless Marble
by Lea Ceramiche
The revolutionary and visually striking porcelain panels
of the Timeless Marble collection revisit and enhance the
sophistication of marble. The large 5.5 mm thick panels
feature graphic designs in four different colours with
astonishingly precise reproductions of the smallest details.
The panels cover the entire surface without interruptions
or joints, thereby emphasising a sense of space.
For more information, visit www.ceramichelea.com.
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Tierras
by Mutina
The design concept behind the Tierras collection
lies in the process of sedimentation. Inspired by the
Mediterranean craftwork tradition, the uniform body
unglazed porcelain tile is available in six different
colours. The fusion of aesthetics and functionality
make Tierras an ideal furnishing element in interiors
and exteriors. The collection is also surprisingly
suitable for self-supporting floors.
For more information, visit www.mutina.it.
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Bristol
by Rondine
Industrial-style brickwork inspired the creation of the
innovative Bristol collection. Suitable for a number
of applications, the surface collection comes in a
number of sizes, namely 6x25 cm, 34x34 cm, 17x34
cm, and 60.5x60.5 cm. In addition, Bristol’s 60x60 cm
rectified versions are ideal for indoor and outdoor
floors and walls.
For more information, visit www.ceramicarondine.it.
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by Saime
The COTTOCEMENTO tile collection by
Saime features a classic design. The vintage
inspired tiles are available in a 60x60 cm
format, and are suitable for a number of
applications. Elegant and functional, the
Cottocemento collection adds a personal
touch to any space.
www.saimeceramiche.com
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by Italgraniti Group
The WHITE EXPERIENCE marbled collection
features an exclusive assortment of striking
textures. White Experience is available
in a number of dimensions and finishes,
offering users limitless applications.
Elegance and durability make the material
a suitable choice for both interiors and
exteriors.
www.italgranitigroup.com
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by Ceramiche Marca Corona
The TERRA collection is defined by
a timeless design infused with a
contemporary flare. The terracottacement themed surface is further
enhanced by a hexagonal shape done
up in a classic 20x20 cm tile size. Terra
is available in three warm and cold
tones, enabling the creation of highly
personalised ambiences.
www.marcacorona.it
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by Ragno
The REWIND collection is a contemporary
reinterpretation of traditional materials.
Rewind is suitable as a wall or floor
covering, and for residential and
commercial
projects.
Wood-based
and natural surfaces also perfectly
complement the Rewind collection.
www.ragno.it
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by Lafaenzaceramica
The LE ESSENZE collection rediscovers
timbers that are rarely used for flooring
such as oak, walnut, morado, elm, and
wenge. The collection is able to infuse a
breath of fresh air into any living space.
The tile collection is available in three
finishes, namely Natural, Lapped, and
Polished Wood, and in either 15x120 cm
or 20x120 cm sizes.
www.lafaenzaceramica.it
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by Imolaceramica
The stylish LE TERRE collection from
ImolaCeramica features distinct and
unique functional designs. The glazed
porcelain tile collection comes in three
sizes, namely 60x60 cm, 15x60 cm, and
a 26x30 cm hexagon variant. Le Terre is
also available in a number of finishes
including Almond, Beige, Tortora,
Marrone, Bianco, Grigio, and Grigio
Scuro.
www.ccimola.it
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by Ceramiche Supergres
The versatile tiles of the VISUAL DESIGN
collection come in a number of shades
and colours, making it suitable for
a combination of styles. The whitebody and resin-inspired tile is able
to infuse sophistication in any space.
The collection allows for a number of
combinations including intense and soft
tones, while flooding the space with
colour.
www.supergres.com
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by Eiffelgres
PILLART is a collection inspired by
Pillarguri, a dark black slate from Norway
characterised by needle and dot shaped
inclusions. The surface collection is a
skilful combination of technology and
craftsmanship. Pillart is available in two
colours: black and white—the basic
colours of the expression of visual theory
and analytic expression of thought.
www.eiffelgres.com
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VAL SAPHIRKERAMIK COLLECTION by roca singapore
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Product Highlights: Ino by Laufen,
the Inspira Collection by Roca, and
Hansgrohe’s Croma Select
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WEIGHTLESSLY AESTHETIC:
INO BY LAUFEN CELEBRATES
THE SAPHIRKERAMIK
WASHBASIN

SaphirKeramik material and the innovative
power of the washbasin convinced the
specialist jury at ISH, who gave it the
coveted Design Plus Award 2015.

Text and Photos by Roca Singapore

“By not having a wide rim, as we know from
conventional washbasins, we were able to
create a more generous basin,” explained
Nguyen, “however, for the design I did
not only concentrate on the volume, but
rather on the lines and the surfaces of the
washbasin.”

The new Ino by Laufen collection by the
French designer Toan Nguyen, is seen as
a reinterpretation of the classic washbasin
shape. The innovative collection skillfully
uses the design possibilities offered by
Laufen’s SaphirKeramik. Objects with their
simple lines and delicate, yet extremely
stable walls appear elegant, inviting, and
almost weightless. The collection includes
wall-mounted washbasins, washbasin
bowls, as well as semi-recessed basins,
high-quality bathroom furniture and a
bathtub available in two versions.
The starting point for the design of Ino was
archetypical washbasin forms, which the
designer Toan Nguyen reinterpreted with
the help of the characteristic properties of
SaphirKeramik. The objective was to create
an attractively formed, practical product,
suitable for everyday use, which would
be aimed at the user and his
habits, while appealing to his
sense of the aesthetic at the
same time.
The idea and first studies were
developed during Laufen’s
SaphirKeramik project, which
was presented at the Salone
del Mobile 2014 in Milan.
Within this framework, the
Swiss bathroom specialist
invited the designer to
explore the design potential
of the new ceramic material.
SaphirKeramik has all the
hygienic
advantages
of
conventional
bathroom
ceramics, but is thinner, more
defined, and yet extremely
durable.
One of the highlights of Ino
is an exciting washbasin with
a recessed but integrated
shelf, which celebrated its
debut as a study within the
SaphirKeramik project. The
easy-to-clean shelf with its
upward-sweeping back wall,
defines the space next to the
generous washbasin. It can
be chosen for the left or the
right-hand side, inviting the
user to store cosmetics and
bathroom accessories ready
for use. The high design
quality, the extraordinary

A Physical Quality Which Can Be Felt
Ino
also
includes
wall-mounted
washbasins with widths of 450mm and
560mm. The gentle curves create an
intriguing contrast to the angular body,
which the basin transforms into at the
back. Both the washbasin bowls and
the semi-recessed basins make elegant
bathroom layouts possible. Thanks to their
extremely thin walls, the bowls appear
extremely generous, and radiate an
unbelievable lightness.
Additionally, the hard, rigid, and easy-toclean SaphirKeramik ensures that it is more

than suitable for robust everyday use.
“In the washbasins and bowls, it is not
only a question of surfaces, because the
washbasins are made of ceramic material
and have all the advantages of this
material. It is a matter of materiality in the
sense of a physical quality, which you can
touch and feel,” said Nguyen.
The peaceful centre of the Ino bathroom
is an 1800 x 800 x 520 mm freestanding
bathtub. The tub also features an
integrated headrest for relaxation.
Alternatively, a smaller model without a
headrest comes in dimensions of 1700
x750 x 520 mm is also available. The
bathtub is made of Sentec, a solid surface
material. By choosing Sentec, the tub can
be made with a single wall in one casting,
and is characterised by a lower weight. It
is installed conventionally—the overflow,
feet, and siphon are already integrated.
High-quality Furniture Set With Refined
Details
Nguyen has also designed a bathroom
furniture set for Ino, which harmonises both
optically and functionally
with the collection. To do
so, the designer adopted a
perspective, which observed
the furniture in its entirety—
the wafer-thin front of the
drawers also conceals the
sides of the vanity unit, and
can be pulled out completely
with the drawer. The vanity
units are available for the
washbasins,
and
come
with a shelf and the wallmounted basins, therefore
offering loads of space for
towels, cosmetics, and other
accessories. On the inside,
there are fitted storage
holders which make it easier
for the user to store even
small items clearly.
The tall cabinet follows a
similar principle, and features
a corner-opening door. In the
generous interior, five shelves
cater for more overview and
order. On the inside of the
doors, there is more storage
space in the form of practical
storage holders. The furniture
is available either with a
powder-coated matt white
surface, or in real walnut
veneer.
For more information, visit
www.laufen.com.
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FLEXIBILITY AND PERSONAL CHARACTER:
ROCA’S INSPIRA COLLECTION
Text and Photos by Roca Singapore

Inspira’s uniqueness is based on the fact that all products within
the collection were created under one sophisticated design
DNA to achieve archetypal products, and to provide reasonable
alternatives where the customer needs them most.

Roca is proud to present a new way of defining a bathroom
collection. The Inspira collection is an easy-to-handle system that
provides individual solutions that meet specific expectations.
Keeping real applications and real customer needs in mind, Roca
has developed a new type of collection which balances both
aesthetic and functional statements.

Shapes, Typologies and Functionalities
The collection offers an easy and innovative approach to bathroom
planning. It encourages the safe combination of shapes, therefore
allowing users to configure bathroom applications according
to aesthetic preferences and functional needs. The collection
includes the three relevant shapes in bathroom design—round,
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soft, and squares, and their appealing simplicity will suit any
interior design.
Your Bathroom, Your Style
The collection features comfortable furniture such as big
spacious vanity units, which can help users store and organise
their everyday life. A versatile basin rage with varying size,
shape, typologies, and functionalities also help meet individual
expectations. Inspira’s archetypal but sophisticated design,
also allow it to adapt into any bathroom environment without
compromising elegant aesthetics.

Wide applicability also enables users to plan different bathroom
applications raging from private to semi-public bathrooms.
The collection also includes a number of noteworthy state-ofthe-art features and materials. These include toilets with Roca’s
new rimless generation seats and covers made with the durable
Supralit material, functional and sophisticated basins made with
Fineceramic, and perfectly coordinated furniture products with
exclusive finishes.
For more information, visit www.sg.roca.com.
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HANSGROHE’S NEW CROMA SELECT SHOWER
RANGE OFFERS A MORE COMFORTABLE
SHOWER EXPERIENCE
Text and Photos by Hansgrohe Singapore
Hansgrohe has set a new benchmark in the mass-market
segment with its innovative Croma Select range. For the first
time, the Croma collection features Select technology, making
it easy to switch between spray modes at the intuitive touch of
a button. Easy handling, and its attractive design ensure a more
comfortable and pleasurable experience in any bathroom. The
Croma Select family consists of hand showers, overhead showers,
and showerpipes.
The variety of products and functions of the Croma Select range
offers the perfect right showerhead for every need. The Croma
Select Multi hand shower provides an individualised shower
experience with three different kinds of spray. This includes a
soft rain shower, a powerful Intense Rain mode, and a pulsating
water jet massage. The Vario allows users to switch from a soft
rain shower to the strong Turbo Rain mode.
All Components In One System
The fixed overhead shower Croma Select which measures180
millimetres in diameter, offers the user a choice of two spray
modes. As an attractive complete package, the Croma Select
180 showerpipe combines all components in one system. This
includes an overhead shower and a hand shower with Select
technology, an adjustable shower support, a hose and the
Hansgrohe Ecostat Comfort thermostat which allows the precise
setting of desired temperatures. The showerpipe is also available

with a single-lever mixer. The new Croma Select SemiPipe offers
even more comfort and safety. It consists of a wall bar, a hand
shower, and a handle that can be used to facilitate safe access to
the shower area.
Hansgrohe developed the Croma Select range in collaboration
with its long-standing partner Phoenix Design. The showerheads
are available with a choice of one, or up to three spray modes,
and in two different shapes, namely round (S) or square with
rounded corners (E). The exceptionally clear design makes
the range especially appealing. All products have a two-toned
finish with a white spray disc and a shiny chrome casing and an
ergonomic handle.
Easy To Clean and Water Efficient
With Hansgrohe’s anti-limescale QuickClean technology, any
limescale deposits on the spray disc of Croma Select showerheads
can be easily rubbed off the flexible silicon naps. Croma Select
hand showers and overhead showers are also available with
EcoSmart technology. The combination of a flow limitation
system and a flow-optimized spray disc reduces water flow to
six litres per minute. This means that less energy is required to
heat the water, which not only saves money, but also natural
resources.
For more information, visit www.hansgrohe.com.sg.
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by Roca Singapore
The NEWCAST tub by Roca is a retro model
that merges the design of the past with
the technological benefits of the present.
Fusing classic and timeless designs with
functionality, the Newcast tub adds
sophistication to any contemporary
bathroom. The tub is made of cast iron,
a solid, highly resistant, and durable
material. Additionally, Newcast available in
a number of finishes, namely white, grey,
black, Bordeaux, blue marine, and copper.
www.sg.roca.com
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by Bravat Singapore
Named for the solidification of twisted
metal during its manufacturing process,
the TWIST collection was inspired by the
elegant dance, Flemenco. Embodying
passion coexisting with calmness, Twist
is reminiscent of flowing water. Able to
infuse the space with an enthusiastic and
romantic mood, the impressive and vivid
collection truly personifies the graceful
movements of the dance from which it is
named.
www.bravat.com.sg
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by Kon
The design concept behind the PANEL flush
plate lies in the image of a well-designed
toilet that reflects a user’s personal taste,
their interpretation of life. Despite its small
size, the flush plate is the focus of attention
in any bathroom. Available in a number of
styles, users are able to freely choose and
customise their own space according to
their needs. Able to create a fashionable
and harmonious atmosphere in the bath,
users can also maintain numerous panels
at the same time to reflect mood change.
www.kon.com.cn
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by Claytan
Several unique design features define
the OXBRIDGE bathroom collection. The
collection’s tapered basin edges stretch
almost to a point and its pedestal narrows
to an elegant base. Placed together, the
basin and pedestal looks seamlessly joined.
The WC pan is manufactured using multipiece moulds to complement the seamless
look, as well exaggerate the size of the pan
and seat. The collection is manufactured in
the finest vitrified china, made in the heart
of the English potteries, and finished with
Silverdale’s Pureglaze finish.
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk
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by Roca Singapore
The new VAL bathroom collection
utilises
Laufen’s
revolutionary
and
flexible SaphirKeramik material. Simple
architectural lines, extremely slim rims
and thin walls, and a fine surface structure
define the sanitary ware collection. Val
includes washbasins, washbasin bowls,
storage dishes, and a bathtub. The
collection can also be paired with Laufen’s
other ranges.
www.laufen.com
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by Scarabeo Ceramiche
The ARCO recessed washbasin is available
in either a 60 or 80 cm size, and is ideal for
different configurations and uses. Slightly
arched lines, extremely thin edges, and a
lower inner surface define Arco. Elegant
and light, the washbasin is the perfect
addition in any bathroom.
www.scarabeosrl.com
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LANTA
by Roca Singapore
www.sg.roca.com

The LANTA faucet collection features a timeless design, as well
as comfort and sustainability. The faucet comes equipped with
Roca’s Cold Start technology and five-litre per minute limiters
on its washbasin mixers, thereby helping users save water and
energy. Lanta’s pin-style handle is easy to use, and its timeless
design ensures the faucet complements any bathroom style.

A-PEX
by Damixa ApS
www.damixa.com

The unusual shape of the red dot award: product design 2015
winning A-PEX allows for a new and innovative use of a mixer.
Apex’s spout can be rotated at a full 360 degrees. It also comes
with an easy to clean aerator and a special mechanism that
controls temperature and flow. Adjustment handles are placed
on top of the mixer, so users can avoid spilling water on the
side of the washbasin.

CHAPTER
by Shengtai Brassware
www.justime.com

Designed as a floor-mounted mixer, CHAPTER is easy to install,
making it adaptable to individual requirements. The mixer
is also convenient to operate and can be easily repaired.
The cartridge and spout swivels 360 degrees, giving users
complete freedom of movement.
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RUBINE FLUSSO SERIES
by Casa (S) Pte Ltd
www.rubine.it

The quality and modern RUBINE FLUSSO SERIES bidet spray
by notable Italian brand Rubine is the perfect addition to any
bathroom. The hand-held bidet spray is available in either a
square or round handle design, which lends it an elegant and
timeless appearance. Complementing the bidet spray is a wall
bracket, which comes in either a square or round variant, and
a 1.2m stainless steel double hooked hose. The trendy and
aesthetically pleasing series comes in either black or white,
enabling it to blend into any bathroom décor.

LASTRA
by Antoniolupi
www.antoniolupi.it

Exalting the natural movement of water, the LASTRA showerhead
is defined by a rectangular head which ensures water flow is
precise and relaxing. Transforming the shower into a calming ritual
space, the Lastra showerhead also comes in a number of variants,
making them suitable for different bathroom designs.

FLEX
by Hansa Metallwerke
www.hansa.com

AG

Although the new HANSAMEDIJET FLEX hand shower was made
with transgenerational use in mind, it is also suitable for use in the
modern family bathroom. The shower’s innovative handle swivels,
making it flexible and easy to use. Flex’s soft touch surface also
ensures the showerhead fits comfortably and ergonomically in the
user’s hand.
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INSPIRE
by AM.PM AG
www.ampm-world.com

The 160x100 cm organic INSPIRE triangular tub is characterised
by flowing lines and geometric precision. Generous surface
dimensions and clear lines, together with its controlled threedimensional nature and outstanding ergonomic comfort, make
for a harmonious overall impression. Inspire is an iF product
design award 2015 winner.

ASYMMETRIC DUO
by Franz

Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG

www.kaldewei.com

The generously sized ASYMMETRIC DUO bathtub features
a clear and precise design. Ergonomic and functional, the
tub comes with a drain flushed mounted into the bottom.
Additionally, the entire tub is made in a single piece.

AGO
by Antoniolupi
www.antoniolupi.it

The AGO bathtub’s defining characteristic is its unique
geometrical design. With a slightly inclined profile, the tub is
lighter both physically and visually. Made in Ceramilux, the
175x80x50 cm tub is available in a matt or high gloss finish.
It comes with an open drain and pressure plug, siphon and
flexible hose.
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STONETTO
by Duravit
www.duravit.com

Duravit in collaboration with EOOS, presents innovative
STONETTO shower tray. The tray is made of DuraSolid Q, a
matt surface that offers the appearance of authentic stone.
Thanks to its non-slip properties, DuraSolid Q offers class
B slip-resistance without any additional coating, ensuring
safe showering. Stonetto is available in White, Sand, and
Anthracite.

PASA
by Kermi GmbH
www.kermi.de

Frameless and minimalist, the PASA shower enclosure embodies
form, function, and ergonomic comfort. Featuring a smooth
organic design, the enclosure is easy to clean, as all internal surfaces
are completely seamless. The system also comes equipped with
180-degree pendulum doors, ergonomic grab handles, and
comfort accessories.

S-LINE
by Easy Sanitary Solutions
www.easydrain.com

GmbH

Invisible and stylish, the S-LINE wall drainage system comes
equipped with Easy Drain’s TAF and WPS-system. The brand’s TAF
system enables secondary drainage, while the pre-assembled
sealing membrane ensures a complete watertight installation.
The S-line has a flexible wall connection, ensuring effortless
installation. It also comes with an easy-to-clean siphon.
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WINDSOR
by Claytan
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

Part of the bestselling WINDSOR collection, the Windsor
washbasin is made in Silverdale’s Staffordshire factory and
incorporates their innovative Pureglaze finish. Each piece is
handmade and glazed to the highest standards. All Windsor
basins come complete with a matching ceramic clicker
waste, and are designed to suit brassware that is worktop or
wall mounted.

BEING
by ZeVa GmbH
www.zevalife.com

Defined by flowing lines, the BEING washbasin reconstructs
the traditional basin form. The left side of the basin has a more
narrow design, giving users more space to store toiletries. Made
of Ceramilux, the basin is easy to clean, and can be either top
or wall mounted. The basin also comes in five different variants.

HI-MACS WASHBASINS
by Hi-Macs
www.himacs.eu

Three new washbasins have been recently added to the HIMACS WASHBASIN collection. The slender top-mounted basins
are available in a square, rectangular or circular shape. The
basins are specially designed to sit on top of vanity units, or
bespoke designed top surfaces. Additionally, the sleek design
of these washbasins perfectly matches any material or surface.
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SENSOWASH SLIM
by Duravit
www.duravit.com

With SENSOWASH SLIM, Duravit has introduced a new
minimalist variant that uses technology intelligently. Thanks
to its balanced proportions and particularly flat shower-toilet
seat, SensoWash Slim looks like a classic toilet, allowing it to
satisfy the desire for sleek aesthetics and timeless modernity.
Outstandingly practical and easy to use, the new showertoilet seat is the ideal solution for private, semi-public, and
public areas.

EVOLUTION
by Hamberger Sanitary GmbH
www.hamberger-sanitary.com

Sensuous minimalism characterise the EVOLUTION toilet seat.
Evolution impresses with its extremely reduced form and
technical details. Available in two variants, Evolution’s Evo
model showcases a light appearance and a gently curving
silhouette. The second model, Era, represents a reinterpretation
of the classic form with its clear surfaces and precisely drawn
lines.

WALL-HUNG
by Bien Yapi Ürünleri Sanayi
www.bienseramik.com.tr

The WALL-HUNG toilet is made of durable vitreous porcelain,
and its shape elegantly recalls the anatomy of human bones.
Economically and environmentally friendly, the toilet has a flush
volume of only 2.5 litres. A slim lid and a concealed installation
system further enhance the toilet’s aesthetic appeal.
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FOR BASIN
by BS&BK
www.boshengplumbing.com

The new range of clicker pop-up waste systems FOR THE BASIN
has been designed using the latest technology. Offering the
consumer a reliable product that works every time, the counter
top fitted clicker pop-up waste product is set to revolutionise
the way the consumer will want to operate the waste outlets in
the bathroom basin.

PILLAR
by Caroma
www.caroma.com.au

A modern interpretation of a classic design, the new PILLAR
accessory range makes selecting bathroom tapware and
accessories effortless. The Pillar Collection captures a look of
understated elegance and can be seamlessly integrated into a
range of bathroom designs. With a polished chrome finish and
solid brass construction, the range includes a toilet roll holder,
robe hook, single and double towel rail, towel ring, soap holder,
and glass shelf.

VARIOLINE FIRETUBE
by Saunalux
www.saunalux.de

VARIOLINE FIRETUBE is a sauna concept defined by a
straightforward design, transparency, and a mix of high-quality
materials. Sliding and rear panels are made from Rohol walnut
wood veneer, while the sides and ceiling are made of aspen.
The front meanwhile, is made entirely of clear glass and the
floor is covered with black mosaic tiles.
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ROCA and architect
AL AIN MOATTI
125 years later, Roca in collaboration with
Architect Alain Moatti, returns the Eiffel Tower
to its original colour.
Alain Moatti, architect and co-founder of Moatti
et Rivière, designed and implemented the
renovation of the Eiffel Tower. SETE selected
Roca, a leading company in bathroom design,
for this site.
For more information, visit www.sg.roca.com.

How did you go about a project like renovating the Eiffel Tower?
There is no project more symbolic than working on the first level of the
Eiffel Tower. In the life of an architect, it’s an exceptionally proud moment
working on the most renowned building in the world.
It is important to design an architectural project which lives up to Gustave
Eiffel’s creativity when he built his tower. This creativity primarily lies
in mastering the geometry of dynamic materials, so we used the most
innovative IT calculations and subtle geometry.
The volume-generating methods on our project come from the same
geometry as the tower. That’s why our project is called “architecture under
influence”, because it is influenced by its surroundings. Secondly, the
creativity of implementing it—it’s very complex on a site 60 metres off the
ground.
This project also interested me in particular because, thanks to this
renovation of the first level, the visitor could get nearer to the Eiffel Tower,
both in terms of its historic and spatial dimensions.
So the first level became a little urban area made up of three spaces, namely
the great void-like central square which joins everything together, the
pavilion-like architecture influenced by the pillars and the gallery around the
outside where you can discover Gustave Eiffel and his work with Paris below.
What criteria did you follow when renovating the tower?
Our primary objective was to create a project that was unique to the Eiffel
Tower, so we designed pavilions at the same angle as the pillars which raise
the tower 300 metres off the ground.
The innovative thing about the Eiffel Tower is the four slanted pillars that
support each other. Three rings that form the three levels that the public
can access, prevent the pillars from sliding away.
Our second aim was to let every visitor experience the void, so we created
a vast glass floor and a glass balustrade on the central hopper. These two
factors— the slant and the large central void, allow each visitor to have an
augmented experience of the tower, and emphasises the great height and
unique construction of the tower.
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The third objective was to offer a digital journey, highlighting the
originality of the tower in its time, its symbolic role as the original
tower, and highlighting, in an educational light, the constructive
creativity of Gustave Eiffel and how this project fits into his work
as a builder.
This original scenography also allows visitors to immerse themselves
in the large universal exhibitions and relive great French events and
the role of the tower in these events.
What were the most difficult aspects of the project?
One of the additional complications of the site, compared to more
traditional ones, was that we couldn’t alter Gustave Eiffel’s original
structure of the first floor for reasons of respect of the historic
monument.
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This is made up of 33m wide and 15m long main beams, which go
from pillar to pillar, and link each of the main beams.
The fixing of each pavilion and the protected waiting spaces next
to the elevators on the beams forming the 1st floor was done by
the clipping technique, or pinching.
What’s more, building on the tower requires both the ability
to transport all the materials up 60 metres off the ground, and
requires demolition and delicate construction to be done by hand.
We also thought of our project as being an object to be built in
a small space like the first floor of the Eiffel Tower, where every
centimetre counts.
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Your exhibition is entitled “augmented experience”.
Can you briefly explain this concept?
The slanted shape of the pavilions, experienced from the
outside and the inside, will allow visitors to feel the forces
in play in the slant of the four pillars, key elements in the
intelligent design of the tower.
The central void, which can be experienced through the
glass floors, is what I call an “air glide”, where every visitor
will walk above the void.
The exhibition allows people to get to know Gustave Eiffel
and his work and how incredibly innovative the tower was
in its time.
These three factors allow each visitor to have an augmented
experience of the tower.

ROCA AND THE EIFFEL TOWER
How did you choose Roca for the bathrooms for this
project?
Actually, it was the Société d’Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel
who suggested we work with Roca. SETE already knew the
Spanish company well. It needed to be a company that
married design, technology, and quality.
In particular, Roca fitted out top-of-the-range public
bathrooms and their products have been put to the test,
especially in locations which are frequently used.
What about the famous “Venetian red”, which is not
very common in bathrooms. Did Roca agree straight
away?
The colour red is really the common thread of the project.
Roca understood that straight away and got its research
and development department to use this exact shade,
which until then, it hadn’t had in its catalogue.
Projects of this scale sometimes start real trends in design
and decoration, and these bold colours might be in
demand in the future.
How would you describe the collaboration with Roca?
Both in terms of design and technology, our relationship
with Roca is built on listening and understanding.
This adaptability, in particular, led to an excellent finish on
products.
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Metris Select Kitchen Mixer
by Hansgrohe Singapore
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REINTRODUCING
THE CLASSICS
P

icking the right element for the kitchen can sometimes feel daunting and mind-boggling, especially
with the wide range of products constantly entering the kitchen sector. Some manufacturers for
instance, maintain the classic designs of their products, while updating the technological functions
under the hood. Others meanwhile, prefer a more contemporary exterior look.
We’ve picked four kitchen essentials that embody both form and function. Product highlights include the
Metris Select Kitchen Mixer by Hansgrohe Singapore, Regi Color by Reginox, DGM Oven by Miele, and the
C17KS61 Coffee Machine by BSH Hausgeräte GmbH.

HANSGROHE PRESENTS THE METRIS SELECT KITCHEN MIXER
Mixer
specialist
Hansgrohe
introduces
unprecedented freedom of movement to the
kitchen in the form of its Metris Select kitchen
mixer. Its Select button means that the water can
be turned on and off even while users are on the go,
without impeding the flow of work. This proves that
fun and convenience can indeed go hand in hand,
even when tackling kitchen chores.
Pushing All The Right Buttons in The Kitchen
As with conventional single lever mixers, with
Metris Select users also turn on the water flow at
the handle and set the required temperature and
water amount. However, the user can subsequently
terminate the flow of water on and off via the Select
button, which is located on the front of the spout.
The lever handle remains open, with the water
volume and water temperature preset. The fact that
the button is large, with a very legible on/off symbol,
means that users can also turn the water jet on and
off using the back of their hand or your elbow.
Additionally, users do not need electricity or any

extra equipment in the floor unit to be able to enjoy
this added convenience. The technology behind
Select is purely mechanical as a newly developed
shut-off valve closes and opens the water flow at
the touch of a button.
The clever kitchen aide is also extremely attractive.
The SoftCube design of the Metris Select mixer
works well with lots of kitchen styles and blends in
with the rectangular shape of many modern sinks.
A flat, long, ergonomic handle offers hands and
fingers a large contact surface, making it easy to
turn the mixer on and off and to set the required
temperature with precision.
The lavish ComfortZone offers plenty of space
under the mixer, which makes it easy to fill up tall
containers. For even greater freedom of movement,
the spout can be swivelled by 150 degrees—an
advantage when using a double sink.
For more information, visit www.hansgrohe.com.sg.
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REGINOX PRESENTS THE NEW REGI COLOUR
Reginox, the Netherlands’ largest producer of
stainless steel sink, proudly announced the Regi
Colour, an exciting new trend in the range of kitchen
sinks and washbasins. Regi Colour is a completely
new product range with colour-coated sinks made
of stainless steel.
The Trendsetter of Stainless Steel Sinks
Stainless steel sinks are always the most popular
choice of kitchen sinks due to its durability,
versatility, and easy maintenance. Nevertheless, the
growing demand in sophisticated kitchen design,
which often requires a bold colour, or unique finish
for the kitchen sink has been the main drawback to
stainless steel sinks, as its overall appearance will
always have a silver finish.
Reginox anticipated the rising needs of users
throughout the years and finally came out with
the breakthrough innovation—Regi Colour. By
applying an advanced technique, the company has
successfully produced superb coloured sink units,
which have a luxurious metallic and pearlescent
finish.
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This debut is a milestone for stainless steel sink
manufacturers, as it is the first time that stainless
steel sinks are available in exciting new finishes and
shades. Regi Colour is available in three colours,
namely Midnight Sky, Arctic White and Sahara Sand.
Iconic Dutch Design and Quality Assured
Reginox has repeatedly succeeded in being
innovative by paying attention to detail, having an
eye for precision and the right balance between
functionality and design. The Regi Colour stainless
steel sinks are not only created to endure from
an aesthetic point of view, but it has also been
extensively tested by COT, an independent external
testing facility in Haarlem, Netherlands.
Test results indicate that the Regi Colour sinks meet
the requirements for use in kitchen and bathroom
spaces. The sink’s ability to accentuate any types of
kitchen styles, installations and requirements make
it an ideal addition to any household. The Reginox
Colour Sink also ensures food safety.
For more information, visit www.reginox.com.
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MIELE PRESENTS
THE DGM 6800 INTEGRATED
STEAM OVEN AND MICROWAVE
Statement by the red dot jury: “A wellconceived design makes it possible for
the DGM 6800 to integrate two cooking
appliances innovatively in one built-in
module.”
A red dot award: product design 2015
winner, the DGM 6800 oven by Miele
combines a steam cooker and microwave
in one built-in appliance. The stainless
steel cooking interior is illuminated by
LEDs, and is generously equipped with a
40-litre capacity.
The water tank is located flush within the
front frame, enabling users to remove
it easily with only a light pressure on
the back of the handle. The appliance
also comes with Miele’s MultiSteam
technology.
Additionally,
automatic
programmes and steamer baskets
specially designed to fit the oven ensures
user convenience.
For more information, visit
www.miele.com.

NEFF INTRODUCES THE C17KS61
FULLY AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKER
Statement by the jury: “With a
minimalist design and black glass fronts,
this fully automatic coffee maker makes
an up-market impression. Attention
is drawn to the machine’s illuminated
operating panel.”
Another red dot: product design 2015
winner, the C17KS61 fully automatated
built-in coffee maker is characterised
by a purist design, blackened glass,
and stainless steel profiles. The coffee
maker also comes with a high-resolution
TFT display with Neff ’s ShiftControl
technology, which offers users a high
degree of operating convenience. The
LED-lit buttons and accessible containers
for water, milk, and coffee beans also
allow for a convenient operation.
For more information, visit www.neff.de.
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by Zeyko Möbelwerk GmbH & Co.

KG

Cabinet sections that seemingly float
in the air define the ZEYKO FLYBRIDGE
system. The handless version of the Zeyko
system is equipped with Metal-X² fronts
and a solid stainless steel worktop—
creating the impression of a closed metal
kitchen block. On the other hand, the
cantilever and the bottom illumination of
the system give users the effect of floating
lightness. The contrasting design of the
kitchen island is completed by walnut
elements that connect the overhead
cabinets, counter, and block.
www.zeyko.com
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by Officine Gullo
Elegance meets precision in the DAVANZATI
kitchen island, which features a stainless
steel hob and antiqued brass edges. The
collection comes with a semi-glossy black
enameled professional cooker with brass
finishing. A pyramid copper hood, Liebherr
metal enameled fridge, stainless steel
double sink, high-powered 7.5 kW burners,
and a gas or electric oven also comes with
the system.
www.officinegullo.com
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by Brummel Cucine
Contemporary
elegance
meets
functionality in the LUXURY kitchen system.
Furnished with an elegant lacquered finish
in white mother-of-pearl and an inner
opaque finish, the system’s doors also come
with complementing small lacquered
ball inserts. The kitchen’s efficiency and
functionality lies in its operative island.
Luxury comes with a sink and hob, which
silently rises via remote control, and a twoglass LED drainer and aspirator.
www.brummelcucine.it
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by Berbel Ablufttechnik GmbH
An innovative ceiling light and cooking
hood fused into one unit, the SKYLINE
EDGE’S height and distance can be
controlled via a simple touch of a button.
The unit comes with Berbel’s integrated
JetStream technology and EcoSwitch
function, which give users the advantage
of circulation and extraction operations.
The hood can also be installed in a ceiling
recess. This ensures only an elegant ceiling
light remains visible when the appliance is
not in use.
www.berbel.de
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by Warendorfer
The FUNCTIONAL worktop facilitates
the integration of a variety of functions.
Components of the system are integrated
flush within the working surface, and are
made of the same material as the worktop.
In addition, kitchen elements like the knife
block, utensil compartment, herb garden,
and dish warmer all measure the same
compact dimensions. A stainless steel
channel under the worktop ensures the
elements are easy to clean and maintain.
www.warendorf.com
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by Key Cucine
A
combination
of
industrial-style
ingredients such as marsh oak wood, liquid
metal, and granite transforms the FACTORY
kitchen into an embodiment of elegance
and class. The rough uneven texture of
the wood covering the doors, matches
the large Antic Brown granite worktop and
titanium metal finish. The handy enamelled
mesh tray meanwhile, gives the kitchen
an original and industrial look. A touch of
practicality is provided with the addition
of a raised top, which can be used as a
convenient storage space. Spacious drawer
units equipped with practical accessories
also provide additional functionality and
ergonomics.
www.keysbabo.com
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G80F25
marketed by Ganlanz
www.galanz.com

The G80F25 microwave features Ganlanz’s Light Wave Inverter
Technology, which saves users 30 per cent cooking time. It
also comes equipped with the company’s Microwave Inverter
Technology, which increases energy efficiency up to 64 per cent.
The microwave features a drop-down door made of aluminium
and glass, which is seamlessly joined using advanced glass
cutting technology. It also comes with sensitive touch controls
and voice prompts.

FS9000
marketed by Siemens Electronics
www.siemens-home.com

The eco-friendly FS9000 refrigerator is divided into two
parts, namely the ‘Incase’ and ‘Showcase’ compartments. The
fridge’s unique properties were made after a study based on
refrigerator usage patterns. The ‘Incase’ section is primarily used
for the storage of food ingredients, while the ‘Showcase’ area
serves as storage for prepared food.

P KAISER
marketed by LG Electronics
www.lg.com

The P KAISER side-by-side refrigerator features a contemporary
and refined look. Equipped with pocket-type handles to minimise
protrusions, the choice of the fridge’s smooth exterior material
also serves to complete its minimalist look. In addition, black tones
were utilised to eliminate the parting lines between the various
dispenser parts. P Kraiser also comes with LG’s Easy Open door
system, which provides convenience to users.
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MEISTERSTÜCK COMFORT+
marketed by Küppersbusch
www.kueppersbusch-hausgeraete.de

The MEISTERSTÜCK COMFORT+ cooking centre offers a clear
and reduced form, and a great number of options for individual
design. The innovative and customisable integrated cooking
module comes equipped with a gas hob, induction hob, Teppan
Yaki, lava stone grill, and wok recess. Additionally, the cooking
module also has a combination steam oven, a compact oven,
and two integrated warming drawers. The cooking centre can
be installed wall-mounted or as a standalone piece.

LC45SK955W
marketed by BSH Home Appliances
www.bsh-group.com

The LC45SK955W box-style extractor hood from Siemens
impresses with its mix of materials. The glass covering the front
of the hood, sides, and top, give the unit an elegant look. The
hood’s design consistency also makes it easy to combine with
other Siemens appliances. The hood comes equipped with
touch controls, self-cleaning functions, and LED modules which
illuminate the cooktop. The appliance’s seamless stainless-steel
body also makes it easy to clean.

KGV36VH30S
marketed by Robert Bosch
www.bosch-home.com

Hausgeräte GmbH

The KGV36VH30S fridge features a minimalist design, making it an
ideal addition to any modern kitchen. The fridge comes equipped
with integrated handles and a new satin surface finish which is
easy to clean and maintain.
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ACCURATE
marketed by Solex
www.solex.com.cn

The aptly named ACCURATE kitchen tap allows users to
preset the exact amount of water they require. Utilising the
regulator located at the outlet, the desired volume of water
can be selected. Meanwhile, setting the tap at ‘C’ will provide
a constant water flow. Flow velocity and temperature can be
regulated one-handed via the single lever mixer.

BRIZO ARTESSO
marketed by Brizo
www.brizo.com

The design of the BRIZO ARTESSO kitchen tap is inspired by the
metal works of the early 20th century, and combines handcrafted
elements with modern aesthetics. The series comprises of a
single-lever mixer, a two-handle bridge design tap, and a soap
dispenser. The single-lever mixer with showerhead option
comes with Brizo’s SmartTouch technology, which enables the
activation of water by touch.

SPRING
marketed by Fir Italia
www.fir-italia.it

The aesthetically pleasing and functional SPRING sink tap can be
rotated at a full 360 degrees, giving users maximum freedom of
movement. Available in three different models, the tap’s tallest
570 mm model was specially designed to facilitate the filling of
large containers. The tap also comes with a multifunctional hand
shower and an aerated jet.
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NEW WAVE
marketed by Foster S.p.A.
www.fosterspa.com

Curved side edges forming a slight wave characterise the NEW
WAVE stainless steel sink. New Wave comes equipped with a
round draining board, which facilitates speedy water drainage.
The sink itself is generously dimensioned, and comes with a
diamond-ground bottom, and an easy-to-clean brushed surface.
New Wave’s large tap area also offers additional storage space for
accessories.

SINOS SNX
marketed by Franke

Küchentechnik AG
www.franke.ch

The SINOS stainless steel sink can be installed either flush mounted,
or from above. The design of the sink was inspired by organic
shapes and curved contours, lending the sink a contemporary
but timeless appearance. The sink comes equipped with an
antibacterial chopping board and a matching tap.

PROLIFIC
marketed by Kohler
www.kohler.com

The PROLIFIC sink simultaneously serves as a sink and a functional
worktop. Designed with ergonomics in mind, the stainless steel
sink basin has shelves at three different levels. This gives users the
ability to adjust the worktable’s bamboo cutting board, multipurpose racks, colander, and wash bin according to their needs.
Additionally, the drain’s cone-shaped design makes cleaning
easier, while a silencer reduces noise.
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NC-ZA1
marketed by Panasonic
www.panasonic.com

The NC-ZA1 automatic espresso machine fuses aesthetics with
functionality. The machine is defined by a stainless steel body,
and comes with a coloured LCD touch panel for simple and
intuitive operations. The coffee maker’s compact design also
allows it to fit in small kitchens. The water tank, dust box, and
extractor unit are conveniently located at the front, making it
easy to clean and maintain.

IH RICE COOKER
marketed by Toshiba Home Appliances
www.toshiba.com

Sleek and functional, the IH rice cooker is vacuum pressurised
and comes with advanced functions that help users cook rice
effortlessly. The cooker’s double vacuum pump help keep the
pressure at high heat, resulting in fluffy and delicious rice. The IH
rice cooker also comes with an intuitive touch panel display.

HK-BBF06
marketed by Hurom
www.hurom.com

The HK-BBF06 juicer is defined by a minimalist design. The front
and sides of the juicer feature a linear and well-balanced design,
while the silver band encircling the body lends the juicer elegance.
The juicer is easy to use, as the operational switch is ergonomically
located on the upper side. In addition, the juicer is capable of
creating mixed juices extracted from more than two ingredients.
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GARY FELL
Gfab was started by Gary Fell in 1999. Gary
was educated in London at UCL’s prestigious
Bartlett school of Architecture, completing his
postgraduate studies in 1994. Whilst still a post
graduate student, Gary and his collaborators were
shortlisted for the Cardiff Opera House competition
alongside luminaries such as Zaha Hadid, Norman
Foster, Rem Koolhaas and others. Subsequently,
Gary worked on the Four Seasons Sayan project in
Ubud. This brought him to Bali. Upon completion
of this project, Gary was asked to undertake
residential projects in Australia and Gfab was born.

What is the design concept behind Samujana?
To create a series of luxury residences which blend indoor and
outdoor spaces and maximise the views and relationship with
nature.
Challenges faced while working on the Samujana project?
The biggest challenge was maintaining continuity over time, and
producing a unique solution to each of the houses. We faced severe
limitations with what could be achieved on a relatively remote
island location. This led to us taking a relatively simple approach
to build which was not reliant on mainly imported and expensive
finishes to achieve a sense of luxury. We have always prioritised
space as the ultimate luxury.

The Gfab studio is based in Bali and it has around 30
staff employed. It undertakes projects throughout
the Asia Pacific region and beyond. They currently
have on-going construction projects in Indonesia,
Thailand, India, Turkey, Vietnam, Cambodia and
Australia. They provide architectural design, interior
design and master planning services. Their work
comprises predominantly of residential, resorts and
“gated community” type projects, for which they
have won multiple awards including Bloomberg
Google ( World’s) “Best Architecture multiple
residence” (for Istana Phuket 2011) and Asia Pacific
(same category, for Samujana in Koh Samui 2013).

What is/are the distinctive features that can be found in all
of Gfab’s works?
In most of our projects we put emphasis on the passive cooling
aspects. To this end, the use of roof gardens is commonplace in
our work. In addition, we tend to employ simple clean lines and
quite orthogonal layouts and emphasise the relationship with
landscape or outdoor spaces, attempting to blur the lines between
landscape, architecture and interior.

For more information, visit
www.gfabarchitects.com.

The firm’s most interesting project to date?
Right now, we are engaged in a number of larger resort and hotel
projects which I am enjoying for their complexity, but in reality,
picking a favourite or most interesting is near impossible–perhaps
I am too close to them!
What is most important to Gfab? Design and function, client
satisfaction, or the user?
All of the above. For us, a good piece of work should combine
all of these aspects. As architects, design is something we enjoy
immensely, but this can be seen as essentially combining all of
the aspects noted here. We would never do “design for design’s
sake” projects and naturally the end user is critical in formulating
a solution.
Gary Fell

Who is your biggest critic?
Myself—I’m never entirely satisfied.
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What is the design concept of today?
I think its essential to consider energy use in buildings and how
to minimise it, but again, that’s almost a “given” these days which
is great.

limiting demand for energy and water usage is something we try
to do, much as we endeavour to make the design itself “work”
for us by encouraging good cross ventilation and similar passive
cooling techniques.

Technology is the main protagonist in today’s era. How does
technology respect nature in your works?
We are always looking for ways to minimise energy usage as I have
said, but the reality is— making architecture does entail some
degree of destruction of the natural landscape, which is lamentable.
We attempt to ameliorate this by introducing nature or landscape
into our designs at a very fundamental level. We tend to employ
more strictly technological solutions in a limited sense, primarily
because many of the places we work tax such innovation heavily
and it doesn’t become cost effective for the clients. Obviously

What is in store for Gfab in the future?
I suspect we will be doing larger projects with more frequency.
Right now, we are mainly focused on larger resort and hotel projects.
I’d like to do more work in cities and a greater range of different
typologies. I’ve yet to do a tower for example, and that is definitely
an ambition of mine. Ultimately, by continuing to produce results
which people like, it leads to new and interesting work.
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What is your advice to up-and-coming architects?
Keep doing what you are doing and love what you do.
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